Growth behavior of the 2 f1-f2 distortion product otoacoustic emission in tinnitus.
High-resolution hearing threshold and 2 f1-f2 distortion product otoacoustic emission (DP) were measured with the same in-the-ear sound probe and same calibration at 51 frequencies between 500 and 8000 Hz in 39 sensorineural hearing loss ears associated with tinnitus. Using a primary tone setting L1 = 0.4L2 + 39 that accounts for the nonlinear interaction of the two primary tones at the DP generation site at f2, DPs were elicited in a wide range from L2 = 65 to 20 dB SPL. We failed to find a uniform DP behavior in the 39 tinnitus ears tested. Seventeen of them behaved like impaired ears without tinnitus. In these ears a linearized DP growth was observed where the DP level decreased and the slope of the DP I/O functions steepened with increasing hearing loss and as a result both the DP level and the DP slope strongly correlated with hearing threshold. The other population, 22 tinnitus ears, exhibited a poor or even inverse relationship between DP level and hearing threshold, i.e., displayed an increase of DP level with increasing hearing loss. Despite the severe hearing loss but due to the high level, DPs could be recorded well in the frequency range that corresponded to the appearance of the tinnitus. The DP slope, however, increased with increasing hearing loss and, therefore, did still correlate with hearing threshold revealing pathological alteration. The data suggest that the DP level alone is hardly capable of assessing hearing impairment in tinnitus ears and may even be misleading. Thus just the DP slope seems to be the only reliable indicator of cochlear malfunction around the tinnitus frequency. The observed nonuniform DP behavior suggests different cochlear impairments in tinnitus ears. In those ears where the DP level decreases and the slope of the I/O functions increases with hearing loss, cochlear sensitivity and tuning are supposed to be diminished. In those ears where the DP level increases with increasing hearing loss, a reinforced mechanical distortion is hypothetized to be generated by cochlear hyperactivity that can be the source of both the abnormally high DP level and the tinnitus.